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1. INTRODUCTION
Principal in the last decade productivity management plays in important role in success ofa
business. Productivity provides to cost advantages of a organization. In other words
competitionadvantages.
Firstly we give to general information productivity and component factors. Then we select
to FERNAS LTD in construction firms.
We researched to performance management, measurement, key performance indicators,
productivity in construction, factors affecting construction productivity, productivity
measurement, and productivity improvementduring design and construction.
In result we made to recommendation to FERNAS ltd. And explained to research of this
study.
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1.1. General mformation of producüvity
Productivity is a process of continuous improvement in the productivity, supply of quality
output service through efficient effective as of inputs with emphasis an teamwork for the
betterment of all, (according to National trade union congress.Definition)'
In other words I don't have enough time. I wish. I had a twin. I feel like I'm going no
where fast. All of as have felt this way at same point in our lives. In most of these situation.
We felt like this because we had no direction, no final destination or no patlı to achieve our
final destination.
Productivity will give you same tools to help you formulate plans. This plan will help you
identify your goals and research them by helping you define a specific plan. Many different
companies provide expensive tools to help you do this but all of them equate to what you
will leam here.
As the defınition of productivity above indicates Productivity can be achieved in both
production establishments and services establishments. Productivity must not be confused
with production. It is not simply the quantity of output. Some of the main objectives of
productivity improvement plans in an establishment are to:2
•

Satisfy customers' needs.

•

Create a 'leaming culture'.

•

Eliminate wastage.

•

Improve management effectiveness.
Keep up to date with technology.

Prokopenko, J. (1987) "Productivity Management: A Practical Handbook" International Labour
Jtgı.ınization, Geneva
lv$lniwıım O. and Osoba, A.M. (1983) "Measuring Productivity; Coııcepnıal and Staıisıical Problems:
of Statistics" in Osoba A.M. (ed.) 'Productivity in Nigeria' Proceedings ofa National
Conference' NISER, Ibadan.
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In order to achieve good productivity in any establishment there are several tools that can
be used. In some cases more than one tool is used, often in succession moving from one to
the next as the programmed develops and expands within the organization

1.1.1. Component elements produet

GOAL- the and toward which effect is directed.
OBJECTİVE- something toward which effort is directed.
TASK- assigned piece of work often to be finished within a certain period of time:
something hard or unpleasant that needs to accomplish.

In order to achieve the best result we use to various element
•

setting goals

•

setting objectives

•

setting task

•

prioritizing

•

just say

1.2. The objective of the study
In the last decade productivity factor has become of business success:fully
The purpose of this study was to fınd measures of productivity which could be used to
evaluate site performance. Such measures should be cheap, understandable, and univocal
and be possible to relate to company objectives.3

3

Lawlor, A. (1985) "Productivity Improvement Manual" Aldershot, United Kingdom.
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In the results from productivity
initiated at construction
performance

measurements,

could be

companies. This could make it possible to fınd sites with excellent

investigate the factor of importance

results in a process of continuous

Productivity

a process of intemal benchmarking

is of vital importance

improvement

for such performance

and try to use these

fınding such determinants

for the improvement

of site.

of the performance ofa company.

2. PRODUCTIVITY IN CONSTRUCTION
The construction industry since decades has been experiencing chronic problems such as
low productivity, poor safety, inferior working conditions and insufficient quality. These
mıems have been viewed as factors that affect construction performance. It is also
"""+1"""r1

that the construction performance affect productivity across all sectors of the

productivity of the systems is a dominant issue of the present era, is playing a critical
and considered to be a vital parameter for the success of any business. Productivity

a variety of meanings. It may be the cost per unit of output produced by the facility or a
ghrmeasure of percentage in view of the various project participants. All approaches no
.tterwhat ever the meanings they carry, :fundamentally attempt to measure the
fecfrveness with which the resource are employed to produce quality at the lowest
ible cost."

ctivity growth has received greater attention since last decade. Productivity is based
economics at this most basic level. It' s measured as the ratio of output to input.

parker.H.W. And Howell, G.H (1989 Productivity improveınent in construction, McGraw
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Productivity is historically expressed as the ratio of output to the most critical input with all
the other inputs held content. In construction industry that requires skilled labor, which is
often in relative shortage, output per worker is considered as the most appropriate measure
of productivity. The <lata for generating measures of productivity growth should include as
many output and inputs of the construction method as possible in order to reflect all
production and cost. Output is usually measured as an aggregate of all types of activities:
The categories of input generally identified are capital, labor, energy, and sometimes
purchased services. with the increasing recognition that productivity growth is .the key to
sustained economic expansion, measuring productivity is becoming important. The
accurate measurement of productivity growth plays an important role in providing the
information need to put forth better policy recommendation and to make the rightdecisions.

2.1 The reasons for measnrement
Such measurements of productivity can also be used for strategic as opposed to project
control. Should a new style of development, or new method of team organization; or the use
ofa new tool,

Of

the use of new programming language be proposed: productivity metric

will be essential? The effects, either beneficial or harmful, ofthe proposal could be
measured by predicting the productivity using established techniques and measuring the
actual productivity when using the new techniques. F Of this to be possible then the
management structure of the developing organization must have available historical
information conceming the complexity and productivity ofthe established techniques
which have been gathered over a number of projects.

5

We know that many of the promises of the new economy really did make sense, and were
adopted even as the recession loomed. The result is that today there's an even better case
for productivity gains from technology.

S. (1983) "Much Ado About Productivity: Where Do We Go From Here?" Industrial Engineering,
15, no. 10, October
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Every company is :finding wars to use technology to improve production planning and
tumaround times, lower inventories, improve economies of scale, design more capacities
effective training, create better business processes, tighten automation between partners.
Ete.
The fact is, enterprise software is making real headway in improving productivity lowering
costs and streamlining operation. Not to mention facilitating new market. In other words, 3
years post-hype we're finding that greens on cornrnents seen tooth prescient and
conservative. The improvement had had an impact across the board, from the boardroom to
the shop floor, from ınidsized regional players to global giants. While for froın perfect, the
fact remains that. With 2004 on the June, it's time to say that enterprise software is
beginning to hit its stride.

Ni response, ınanageınent began the process of designing a strategy was ınanageınent' s
expectation that operational productivity would also improve. This was on expectation, but
not a goal, of the strategy the goal was to create a system which would give customers
;:,.v~Mıv

what they wanted, when they wanted it

fırst stage of the strategy involved reengineering the coınpany' s processes

and

procıuces to increase transactional speed, reduce handling and eliminate non-value-added
ks. The first stage took almost two years to complete. The second stage focused on the
tallation of manageınent inforrnation. System capable of serving the needs of the
eesses that had been reengineered and supporting the concepts of synchrous
uıfacturing, or as it also called ,demand-flow manufacturing. User teams selected the
·ed.6

G.H., parker.H.W. And Howell, G.H (1989 Productivity improvement in construction, McGraw
State.
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Software and hardware conversion of all management information to the new, totally
integrated system was colleted in a relatively short time frome, 15 month, although,
debugging took another eight months to complete.

But something was amiss from the employee's point of view. The company's traditional
measurements of factory efficiency indicated that production was becoming less efficient
yet from a financial perspective, profitability was improving and from a service
perspective, customer satisfaction was improving. Notwithstanding these positive
indicators factory managers were reluctant to continue pursuing a productivity
improvement program that made their performance appear poor. They were tempted to
retum to the traditional methods of allowing long production runs which built unneeded
inventory and weeding short product runs demanded by the daily booking of customer
orders.

The improvement team reinforced the benefit to both the customer and the company of
producing only what is required and no more. Top management agreed to test the efficiency
performance measurement system that world unite customer satisfaction and factory
performance. In the same measurement system, the team set up a committee to how
demand-flow performance measures were designed and implemented.

The measurement committee tackled the challenge of deigning a performance measurement
system that would help drive continuous productivity improvements and increase customer
satisfaction. Committee members kept four objectives in mind as they pieced together
Brown' s new measurements system. These four objectives were considered essential for
focusing the measurement system so tlı~t it would deliver the desired productivity result.

e system had to be truly strategic. Le. sit had to focus on activities that directly affect the
iness performance of the total company-today and in the future.
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The system had to be relevant, i.e. it had to focus on performance behaviors that are
directly linked to a customer satisfaction measurement customer do not buy a company' s
internal effıciency results. They buy product that are delivered on time; The system had to
robots, i.e. it had to simple to understand, easy to use, demonstrate its merits quickly, and
vigorously support a transition to a demand-flow operating environment and the system has
to facilities task of holding individuals accountable for making a measurable contribution to
a company side objective so satisfying customer, i.e. it had to tie manufacturing and
supporting deponents together in a was that clarified the interrelationship of ali departments
of the company-individual employees and entire departments were expected to learn how to
take only those actions which had a positive affect on customer service.

The new system of measurements the committee desired was a radical departure from the
past. Instead of processing were to maximize earned hours, factory managers and employee
were retrained to shift their decision making and behavior to measure up to a new yardstick
on-time delivery of complete orders that meet customer due dates. This shift provided the
focus desired by both the customer and management.
The essence of this new approach is balancing on-time delivery with operating cost
effectiveness. The performance measurement that unfailingly points decision-makers in the
·ection of continuous improvements toward this balance is the classic synchronous
ufacturing measurement ofthe throughput over inventory.

"'u"u1,,m1,,

operatlng culture

The improvement team recognized that changing the organization's performance
ement system to be based on the flow in the face of the eamed-hour mindset.
management was not used to treading labor as a fixed cost and exec dating human
to making only parts that meet demand.

12

Under the new performance measurement system if the market orders 180 parts, the
organization most respond by making 180 parts. Whereas in the past on operator who set up
for that part may have made 1000 pieces, now he or she must make only what the market
orders. There is an enormous assistance of unnecessary cost on this approach, but they are a
by-product offocusing on faster, more reliable delivery yon customers. The objective was
and is customer satisfaction.
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2.1.1.1. What is productivity
A general definition is that productivity is the relationship between the output generated by
a production or service system and the input provided to create this output. Thus,
productivity is defined as the efficient use of resources - labor, capital, land, materials,
energy, information - in the production of various goods and services.
Higher productivity means accomplishing more with the same amount ofresources or
achieving higher output in terms of volume and quality for the same input. This is usually
stated as:

~--

= Productivity

bove all else Productivity is an attitude of rnind; a rnentality of progress, of constant
provernent of that which exists; it is the confidence ofbeing able to do berter today than
terday, and less well that tornorrow.

"Productivity is the point where hurnan skills and interests, technology, management and
the social and business environınent all converge."

8

Olomolaiye,P.O., Jayavarde.AKW.And Harris, F.C (1998) constructionproductivity management,Addison
Longman. UK
Prokopenko, J. (1987) "Productivity Management: A Practical Handbook" International Labour
Organization,Geneva.
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"It measures the extent to which the given inputs are transformed into outputs. Higher
productivity means accomplishing more with the same or lesser amount of input
resources. "9

"Technically, productivity is defined as the relationship between the amount produced and
resources used in its production; e.g. how much output (value added for companies or
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for the economy) is produced by the economic unit using
its various inputs."

Measurement of Produetivity
oductivity in its simplest form is the ratio of output generated to the inputs consumed,
.wlıich is expressed by the following formula

PRODUCTMTY = OUTPUT/JNPUT

=

goods produced by the enterprise. It can be measured in terms of value of
or added value

factors ofproduction, namely, labour, man hours, materials, energy, capital (fıxed
depreciation ete) and other resources, such as managerial skills.

"Productivity Improvement Manual" Aldershot, United Kingdom.
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2.1.1.3. Types of Productivity measurement:
1. Partial factor productivity measure: productivity is measured by the ratio of output to one
input only (examples: ratio of output per unit of labour, Of of capital, land, raw materıals,
fuels and other utilities)
2.Multi-factof productivity measure of total factor productivity measure: productivity is
measured by the ratio of output to more than one faetor input

Partial factor productivity measure is widely used and some common measufements are
Labour productivity and Capital productivity
Labour productivity examines the output Of the added value in relation to the number of
persons employed in the production process orman hours. Labour productivity measures
the efficiency and effectiveness of each employee in generating added value Of total
output."

one for Labour Productivity;

Productivity

= Added Value/Number

ofEmployees

eflects the amount of wealth created by the company, relative to the number of employees
It is in:fluenced by:

Antle, M. J.and Capalbo, S.M. (1988)"An hıtroduction to Recent Development in Production Theory and
:oductivityMeasurement" in Capalbo, S.M. and Antle, M.J. 'Agricultural Productivity: Measurement and
:xplanation'Resources For the Future, Inc., Washington,DC.
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-Managemerıt efficiency
-Work Attitudes
-Price effects
-Demand for the products
A high ratio indicates the favorable effects ofthe labour factor in the wealth creation
process. A low ratio means unfavorable working factors such as:
-High bought-in materials and services
-Time and materials wastage
-Inadequate salary/wage rates

2.1.1.5. RA TIO two for Labour Productivhy;

.Total Output Per Employee= Total Output/Nmnber of Employees
RM per employee
The size of output generated by each employee of the enterprise.
an indication of effıciency and /or marketing capability.
high ratio reflects a good marketing strategy adopted by the enterprise.
low ratio indicates:
business policy of having low tumover but high profit margin/added value.
product profile and quality.

""""ıımu
'-'Cl,ı--ıuaı

predncnvity: the measure used in determining the value generated per unit of
employed.

Output
or added va!ue
,,. !eı, ::,''"' r,!eı,,,,,,,;~"!!!N",eeı,,,,,,,,!i,,~,,~,,-!I. :, .
capital input empleved
Productivity = Output/Capital Input Employee
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2.1.1.6. RATIO one for Capital Productivltyı
CapitaJProductivity(CP)
Capital Productivity (cp)

·

Added value
= ·Fıxed
." , " Assets
" ·· ·

= Added

Value/Fixed Assets

Uııit: Pure Number

Indicates the degree of utilization oftangible fıxed assets high ratio indicates efficiency of
assets utilization low ratio reflects poor assets utilization

2.2.1.7. RATIO two for Capital Productivity::
. .
Total Outnut
Capıtal Turnever : : : """ ..., ,,,,. K «
·
Fixed Assets
Capital Turnover

= Total

Output/Fixed

Assets

Unitı Pure Number
This ratio indicatesthe efficiency in capital utilization and ofa marketing system
A high ratioindicates efficiency in capital utilization anda good marketing system
A Iow ratio means low tumover of materials,high work-in-progressand fixed assets.

2.2.1.8. RATIO three for Capital Productivity
Fixed Assets

Capital lntensity{CI)
Capital intensity

= NÜ,~b~r ~f,Em'piÖye~~·

= Ftxed

.

assets/numher of employees

Unitı RM per employee
This ratio indicates whether an enterprise adopts a capital-intensiveor labour-intensive
A high ratio indicates high capital intensity.
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-Dependence on labour-intensive methods
-Low technological inputs.

ADDEDVALUE
value measures the wealth generated by the collective efforts ofthose who work in
(namely, the employees) and those who provide the capital (namely the
m.vestors and shareholders ). It represents the net output as produced by an enterprise used
those who have contributed to its creation in terms of wages and salaries for the
ımnınvP.P.<:ı

interest and loans, taxes, dividends and retained earnings to the shareholders

eprecıation ofthe fıxed assets investment,"

is the difference between total output and bought-in materials and services.
oouıfüt-ın materials and services are also referred to as intermediate inputs.

ways to calculate added value:

Total
Output

subtraet

Bought-In
materials and
serviees

used to pay labor cost, interest, taxes, depreciation and profit.

cost + Depreciation + Taxes [indireet) + Interest + Profit

"Planning for Increased Productivity in Industries"Butterworths, Sydney,London.
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Total Output = {Net Sales + Closing stocks of Finished Goods- Opening Stock of
Finished Goods} + [Work-in-process (WIP) (Closing)} - {Work-in-process (WIP)
(Opening)} + {Own Construction} + {Income from sales of goods purchased in same
condition} + {Income from services rendered}.

Bought-in Materials and Services = {Materials consumed + supplies, consumables,
printing and lubricants} + { Cost of goods sold in same condition} + {Utilities (water,
electricity, fuels)} + {Payment to contractors} + {Payment for industrial work done by
others and stores and supplies} + {Payment for non-industrial services}

I..abour cost

=

wages and salaries (including commissions, allowances, bonuses and

beııefits)+remuneration

paid to working directors/proprietors/partners + fees paid to non

,rking directors for their attendance at the Board of Director' s meetings+ payments in

·· ·dtô paid etnployees + value of free wearing apparel provided + employer's contribution
gôvemınent funds.

OW TO MEASURE A COMP ANY'S PRODUCTİVİTY

ow chart below shows briefly the steps by which a company
ôductivity

can measure and assess

19

and assessing a company's productivity
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5. COMPETITIVENESS

Competitiveness in terms of labour cost indicates the comparability ofthe industry in
producing products or services at the Iowest possible Iabour cost.12

5.1. The four competitiveness ratios.
5.1.1. RA TIO one for Competitiveness:
Labour cost competlnvenessü.cc)

=

Ad.d.ed. yaıue

[abÖÜrcô.sf

UNIT: Pure Number

This ratio indicates how competitive the enterprise is in terms of Iabour cost.
A Iow ratio indicates high Iabour cost which does not commensurate with added value
creation.

RATIO two for Competitiveness:
cost per employee(LCE) =

b~bour co~t
Number
of employees

Remuneration per employee

ratio measures the average remuneration per employee.
ratio means high returns to individual workers and vice-versa

(1983)" Much Ado About Productivity: Where Do We Go From Here?" Industrial Engineering,
no. 1 O, October.
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5.1.3. RATIO three for Competitiveness:
Unit Labour cost{ULC)

=

Labour cost
Total Output

UNIT: Pure number

This ratio indicates the proportion of labour cost to total output
a high ratio indicates high labour cost due to labour scarcity and lack of skilled labour or
poor labour-mix. It could be due in addition to high labour turnover

5.1.4. RATIO four for Competitiveness:

.
Labourco% Labour Cost ın Total lnput =
<
··• · x 100%
Total Output
UNIT: Per Cent

This ratio indicates

the amount of labour cost as a percentage

in total input.

A high ratio indicates large portion of labour cost in the total input and reflects employment
of skilled and/or experienced workers, excessive overtime, reworks and high labour
intensity and vice versa.

Profita bility

Profıtability is measured by surplus per unit of output produced.

Profitability

= 19.t.a.ı..9.YteLJt~Totaı hıeyt
Total Output

RATIO for profitability:

22

UNIT: Per Cent

This ratio reflects the proportion of operating profit in total output A high ratio means that
the enterprise is getting high returns. A low ratio normally implies high costs

6. BUSINESS RETURNS
Business Returns measure the performance of an enterprise in terms of economic returns,
both from the business and financial point of view.

6.1. RATIO one for Business Returns:

on Assets {ROA) = 9,P,~~a,t,i,ng Profit 100%
Fixed As~ets'"'' x

ratio

indicates

the

return

on

fixed

assets

of

an

enterprise

ratio indicates high return on investment in fixed assets and vice-versa.

two for Business Returns:
Productivity Measure = Job:tl O U~ru:i!
Total lnput

indicates the amount of total output generated by each unit of input.
indicates a better performance of the enterprise and vice-versa
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7. BACKGROUND OF FERNAS
Fernas ltd is a civil engineering company specialized in gas pipeline business.
According to my case are choices to Fernas ltd. Its construction company main strategic
target is always favorable management productivity all operation process in a business.13

7.1. Methods used by Fernas ltd. For production and Measurement of
Productivity

The efficient use of construction resources is essential to effective project management.
This course provides knowledge of the modern techniques used for assessing the level of
productivity forecasting optimum levels of productivity and deciding how to reach
productivity goals through strategic management action.

Strategic management, performance management and measurement, key performance
indicators, budget allocation systems, productivity in construction, factors affecting
productivity, productivity measurement, productivity improvement during
and construction.

makes efforts to develop a performance management system and use the application
management to improve productivity.

as use a Life cycle ofa performance measurement system. They keep and make
anced scorecard, key performance indicators

art oftheir strategic management they make identifıcation of vision, mission strategic,
and objectives levels and types of strategies. Strategy formulation and translation
gic budgeting system.

Following are some of the faetors effeeting the produetivity of the Fernas
eompany:
•

On-site faetors; job eonditions, preplanning, management eondition human faetors
equipment utilization, material handling site organization.

•

Off-site organizations government regulation, fınaneial status organizational and
eontraetual eonstraints, supplier ete.

7.2 Construction Productivity Measurement

•

direet produetivity measurement: produetion units/input

•

Indireet produetivity measurement: work sampling fıve-minute rating time-motion
study, ete.

7.3 Construction Productivity Improvement

uv;:,ııa;u

stage value engineering, eonstruetability study, seleetion of designer, eontraetor,

eonstruetion management fırın.

onstruetion stage; <lata gathering for on-site produetivity improvement working eondition
rovement site-organization improvement, preplanning for an site produetivity
ıprovement, worker motivation on site eommunication, material and equipment
nagement ete. serration modeling; use of operation modeling for produetivity
provement sueh as aim planning and scheduling line of balanee models, areas balanee
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charts ete. land and buildings-rental

for hiring machinery and equipment other operating

expenses.

8. PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES OF THE FERNAS
Fernas make the following calculations in order to measure productivity.

8.1 PROFITABILITY
Profıtability is the difference between the value of goods produced and the cost
of the resources used in their production. In addition, it is the most important
determinant of long-term business performance. An increase in profıts will overtime
result in an improvement in all the ratios.
Source - Income Statement Value - Market

Profitability Ratios

8.1.1 Net Income
This represents the return to the labor, management, and equity invested in the
business. It is the producer's reward for investing their unpaid labor, management and
money in the business instead of elsewhere. Anything left in the business and not
used for living and taxes, will increase business net worth next year.

Gross income

360 000

Good
> $60 000

Acceptable
$20 000

Poor

< $20 C
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the income statement =
(Gross cash inconıe -Total cash
expenses + Inventory changes Depreciation and other capital

Expenses
Inventory change
Depreciatio11Net
ıncome

- 300
000
+ 20 000
-40 000
= $40
000

$60 000

8.1.2. Rate of Return on Assets
- measures the rate ofreturn on ali (producer' s and creditor' s) investments in the
Business.
Net income
40 000
interest
+ 20 000
Op. labor and mgt. -25 000
Return on assets = $35 000/
Average assets $850 000

Rate of return

Good
>5%

Acceptable
1-5%

Poor
<1%

= 4.1 %

"value of operator's labor and management" represents the returns to
for investing their time and management skills in the business. Because
income is defıned as returns to labor, management, and equity capital, a charge

9r equity capital must be subtracted to arrive at the returns to labor and

and Management Earnings = Net Income - Interest on Net Worth

27

8.1.3 Rate of Return on Equity
- measures the rate of return on the producer' s investment in the. lf it is higher
than rate of return on assets, a positive leverage is being employed.

Calculation
Return on equity
(Net income -Value ofoperator's
labor and management) Average

total equity over the year
(Total assets - Total Iiabilities)

Net income
Op. labor and mgt.
Return on equity
Average equity
Rate of return

40 000
-25 000 =
$15 000/
$550 000
=2.7%

Good
> 10%

Acceptable
5 - 10 %

Poor
<5%

Acceptable
20 - 35 %

Poor
<20%

8.1.4. Operating Profit Margin Ratio

- shows the operating effıciency, or profıtability of the business.

Calculation
Return on assets
Value of production
cash income + Inventory
cuarıges in crops, feed, market and

breeding livestock + Changes in
and other income items -

livestock purchased feed)

Return on assets
(Gross income
Inventory change
Receivable
changes Feeder
lvst. purch. Feed
purch.

$35 000/
360 000
+ 20 000
+ 5 000 55 000 70 000)

= $260

Value of prodn.

000
Op.
profit
margin

=

13.5%

Good
>35 %
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8.2. LIQUIDITY
Liquidity is the ability of the business to meet fınancial obligations as they come
due - to generate enough cash to pay living expenses and taxes, and make debt
payments on time. With the greater volatility in costs and market prices, liquidity is
becoming increasingly important.
Source - Balance Sheet Value - Market
Liguidity Ratios

8.2.1 Current Ratio
- measures the extent to which current assets would cover current liabilities, if
liquidated within a one-year period.

Calculation
current assets
current liabilities

Current assets
Current liabilities
Current ratio

220 000/
140 000
= 1.57

Good
> 2.0

Acceptable
1.0 - 2.0

Poor
< 1.0

- determines the operating capital available in the short term from within the

Current assets
Current liabilities
Working cap.

220 000
-140 000
= $80 000

Good
> 25 % of
operating
expenses

Acceptable

Poor

>O

<O
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8.3 FINANCIAL PRODUCTIVITY
Financial Efficiency shows how effectively the business uses assets to generate
income. Past performance could well indicate potential future accomplishments. It
also answers the questions:
•

Are all available assets being used to their fullest potential?

•

What are the effects of production, purchasing, pricing, fınancing, and

marketing decisions on gross income?

Source - All Financial Statements
Financial Efficiency Ratios

8.3.1 Asset-Turnover Ratio
- measures capital usage efficiency, or capital productivity.

Calculation
Value of production
total assets over the

Value of prodn.
Average assets
Asset/turnover

$260 000/
$850 000

Good
>25 %

Acceptable
15 - 25 %

=

ratio 30.6%

Operating-Expense Ratio
- shows the proportion of income that is used to pay operating expenses,
excluding principal and interest.

Pooı
< 15 1
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(Operating
expense
Interest
= $260 000/
Gross income

280 000

Good
< 65 %

Acceptable
65 - 80 %

Poor
> 80 %

- 20 000)
360 000

Operating/exp.
ratio

= 72.2%

8.3.3 Depreciation-Expense Ratio
- indicates how fast the business wears out capital. It shows the proportion of
income needed to maintain the capital used in the business. This ratio should be
looked at over time. It will be misleading during major expansions and contractions.
Value - Cost

Calculation
Depreciation and other
capital
adjustments
Gross income

Depreciation

40 000/

Gross income

360 000
= 11.1%

Depr./exp. ratio

Good
< 10 %

Acceptable
10 - 15 %

Poor
> 15 %

8.3.4 Interest-Expense Ratio
- shows how much of gross income is used to pay for borrowed capital.
Value - Cost

Calculation
interest
Gross income

Interest
Gross income

20 000/
360 000

Good
< 10 %

Acceptable
10 - 20 %

Poor
>20%
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Interest./exp. ratio

=5.6%

8.3.5. Net Income Ratio
- compares profit to gross income. It shows how much is left after ali expenses,
except for unpaid labor and management, are paid.
Value - Cost

Calculation

Good

Acceptable

Poor
Net income
Gross income

Net
income 40 000/
Gross income 360 000
NFI ratio = 11.1 %

>20%

10 - 20 %

< 10 %
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CONCLUSION
It is always important to continually improve production records, so as to be better
able to identify problem areas.
It is possible that a weakness in one ofthe above ratios, or areas may be offset by
strengths in other areas. Variations may occur between different types of manufacturing
operations, in terms ofwhat may be considered an acceptable, or unacceptable ratio.
Age, as well as the stage ofbusiness (beginner, near retirement, ete.), will also result in
variations.
The value of fınancial ratios improves when they are used over time. In this way
they will reveal the trends that are occurring. In addition, they will be more reliable
because they will not be distorted by the effect ofa single isolated situation.
Unfortunately, if all the preceding avenues have been explored and all solutions
exhausted, it might be time to consider more drastic measures such as retirement, or
bankruptcy.

Recommendations
There are mixed results regarding the productivity ratios. For example the rate of return ratio
is 4 .1. This is acceptable but in order to improve the fıgure above 5% there is a need to
increase the net income or reduce the average assets. Both the rate of return on equity and
operating profit margin ratio are below average and is poor. There is a need for improving
gross and net incomes in order to achieve better results. In order to improve the situation all
the employees and the management should be fully employed. Debt must be restructured
(lengthen term, or reduce interest rate) to reduce interest costs, interest costs should be
reduced by obtaining lower rates, assets should be sold in excess of their cash-generating
potential.
In respect offınancial productivity, it is seen that the asset-turnover ratio is at 30.6%. this is
higher than the average and it seems top be very effıcient. But the operating-
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expense ratio is acceptable at 72.2%. Net income ratio is also acceptable at 11. 1 %. this
can be improved by increasing the net income.
Overall, in order to improve the total productivity the company must obtain batter
income without Increasing the cost of production.
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